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INTRODUCTION 

 
This E-book is the culmination – and showcase –  of the work produced by a Spring 2015 
Transmedia Projects course taught at Montclair State University.  The examples shown 
in the book were produced by those particular students, and their names appear in the 
sections they created.   
 
Transmedia Projects is one of the core, or required, courses in the university’s School of 
Communication and Media.  It reflects the school’s belief that media today is 
increasingly interconnected, and the operative word to describe this dynamic world of is 
“convergence.”  
 
The genesis of the book began more than a year ago when the Metropolitan Opera 
Guild in New York adopted a number of the transmedia techniques presented to them 
by a previous Transmedia Projects class. 
 
The worlds of television, film, marketing and nonfiction have begun to integrate the use 
of social media platforms to build audience awareness, participation and loyalty, and 
ultimately sales. 
 
As you will see in this book, the use of transmedia can also become part of the new 
century’s template for education. 
 
 
I would also like to extend my deepest appreciation to the students who contributed to 
this work.  Their commitment to excellence, expressions of creativity, and dedication is 
wonderfully on display on the following pages. 
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PURPOSE OF THE BOOK 
 

 Consider the book a template; it’s been created to show you how a traditional, linear 
story – whether it’s a film, poem, novel, even a work of nonfiction -- can be expanded, made 
more interesting for your students, and encourage them to be more creative and involved in 
their own learning.  
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WHAT IS TRANSMEDIA? 

 
Wikipedia has a good definition of Transmedia: 

 
“[It is]telling a single story or story experience across multiple platforms and formats including, 
but not limited to, games, books, events, cinema and television. The purpose being to not only 
reach a wider audience by expanding the target market pool, but to expand the narrative itself.” 

 
Transmedia author Robert Pratten puts it this way in his book, “Getting Started in 
Transmedia.” 

 
“Transmedia storytelling is telling a story across multiple media and preferably, although 
it doesn’t always happen, with a degree of audience participation, interaction or 
collaboration. 

 
In transmedia storytelling, engagement with each successive media heightens the 
audience’s understanding, enjoyment and affection for the story.  To do this 
successfully, the embodiment of the story in each media needs to be satisfying in its 
own right while enjoyment from all the media should be greater than the sum of the 
parts.” 

 
Transmedia producer Max Giovagnoli expands on the definition.  This is an excerpt 
from his book, “Transmedia Storytelling: Imagery, Shapes and Techniques” 

 
1) Doing transmedia means to involve multiple media in a publishing project. 
2) Doing transmedia means to make the project’s contents available on different 

technological platforms without causing any overlaps or interferences, while 
managing the story experienced by different audiences. 

3) Doing transmedia means to allow the multiple media to tell different stories but all 
exploring a common theme… 

4) Doing transmedia means to agree to give a part of the authorship and responsibility 
of the tale to the audience… 

 
“Convergence Culture” author Henry Jenkins defines “convergence” in ways that 
sound decidedly like “transmedia.” 

 
“By convergence I mean the flow of content across multiple media platforms, the 
cooperation between multiple media industries, and the migratory behavior of media 
audiences who will go almost anywhere in search of the kinds of entertainment 
experiences they want.” 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storytelling


 
WHY USE TRANSMEDIA IN THE 

CLASSROOM? 
 

“Hansel and Gretel” was a popular fairy tale from the Grimm Brothers published in 
1812.  It was then adapted for the world of opera in 1893 by Englebert Humberdinck 
(not the singer).   
 
You know the story.  Hansel and Gretel are a young brother and sister whose lives are 
threatened by a 19th century female Hannibal Lecter type who loved to eat children.  
They save themselves by outwitting the witch.  Along the way, there’s a gingerbread 
house and bread crumbs, a harried stepmother and a woodcutter father. 
 
Like most linear stories, there’s a beginning, middle and end.  But, ask yourselves this:  
Haven’t you wondered what the characters in your favorite movie or book did after the 
movie ended, or what they did before the story began, or simply what they were 
thinking or doing when the cameras weren’t on them during the story.  Transmedia 
allows those things to occur, and the best part of all –  
 

Your students can create those added story dimensions! 
 
According to Andrea Philips, “Transmedia Storytelling can provide more engagement…” 
and that pretty much says it all. 
 
You and/or your students can use transmedia to: 

• Develop the story’s characters more fully 
• Learn about the historical context in which the story takes place.  This can 

include things like music, fashion, food, architecture, etc. 
• Learn about story development 

 
• Make your students part of the story! 
• Make your students co-creators of the story! 
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TRANSMEDIA IN LITERATURE 
 
Example: “Catcher in the Rye” by JD Salinger 
 
Background: A novel published in 1951.  According to Wikipedia, “The novel's protagonist 
Holden Caulfield has become an icon for teenage rebellion. The novel also deals with complex 
issues of identity, belonging, loss, connection, and alienation.” 
Objective of Transmedia Project:  
 
Students who created this section: Shannon Boyle, Nicholas White, Tayler VanNosdall, Chris 
Annunziata, Michael Turner 
 
Object of the project (in the Montclair students’ words): The object of creating transmedia for 
the Catcher in the Rye was to expand the reader’s relationship with the main character, Holden 
Caulfield. We created transmedia to show different aspects of Holden’s life such as when he is 
at Pencey Prep with his friends and when he returns home to NYC. By expanding his world, we 
can create a deeper bond between the readers and the story. By using elements of social media 
and by incorporating technology, we can make students more interested in studying this novel.  
 
Transmedia Elements Used: 

1) Instagram- This is used to show the places in NYC that Holden visits. This can make the 
story seem more realistic and can help students relate to Holden.  

           

https://instagram.com/holdencaulfield25/ 

 

2) Newspaper- This is used to make students feel more a part of Holden’s life at Pencey 
Prep. The newspaper is meant to be a student run newspaper from Pencey Prep and 
contains articles about school events and an interview with Holden. The newspaper 
even involves an interactive page where students can post comments. 
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https://instagram.com/holdencaulfield25/


 

 

         

 

        

https://penceypreptimes.wordpress.com/about/ 
 

3) Video of Pencey Prep- This short animation is meant to depict a scene of Holden at his 
boarding school, Pencey Prep. It shows him interacting with his friends, which we do not 
see much of in the book. This can help students feel more connected to various 
characters.  
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http://goanimate.com/videos/0GBb4GTCakuo?utm_source=linkshare&utm_medium=linkshare
&utm_campaign=usercontent 
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SEVEN PRINCIPLES 

The Seven Principles of Educational Use of Transmedia 
By Henry Jenkins 

Author of “Convergence Culture” 
 

Scholar Henry Jenkins is considered one of the media industry’s leading authorities in 
the field of transmedia. 

 
1) Spreadability vs. Drillability   

Spreadability: Can the story be “spread” across many media or social landscapes?   
Can students look at many different platforms and find relevant material? 
Drillability: This word refers to the student’s ability to dig deeper into something that 
interests us. 
So, the question is, do we want our transmedia to be spread out among many platforms 
or focus on fewer elements that allow us get deeper into those subjects. 
According to Jenkins, “A good educational practice, then, encompasses both, allowing 
students to search out information related to their interests across the broadest 
possible terrain, while also allowing students to drill deep into something which matters 
to them. This requires us as educators to think more about motivation – what motivates 
students to drill deeper – as well as class room management – how can we facilitate 
their capacity to dig into something that matters to them. 
 
2) Continuity vs. Multiplicity  

Continuity: Viewing a story in it’s traditional, accepted view.  The continued retelling of 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s version of “The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere,” in which 
the silversmith and amateur dentist Paul Revere rode through Concord alerting the 
citizenry that “The British are coming; the British are coming” when, in fact, he didn’t 
Multiplicity: Create “what if” scenarios.  What if the witch in “Hansel and Gretel” never 
really wanted to eat the two but was misunderstood.  She was really a kindly, but 
eccentric old woman who simply wanted to fatten up the children. 
 
3) Immersion vs. Extraction  

Immersion: Jumping into the world.  In Verdi’s “Un Ballo Un Maschera,” do we let 
students become part of the story, become a character in it?  Do the students become 
the Basis Hallward, Dorian Gray’s portrait artist? 
Extraction: Are their meaningful artifacts or props we can take out of the story.  Can we 
make use of the Green Hornet’s ring as part of an educational application in our 
transmedia exercise?  How about some gingerbread cookies from “Hansel and Gretel?” 
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4) World Building  

According to Jenkins, “World Building comes out of thinking of the space of a story as a 
fictional geography.”  In a film, poem, musical or opera, the world as created by the 
originator is linear and flat.  Transmedia gives students a chance to make the world 
more three-dimensional. 
“Many traditional school activities encourage students to cook and eat meals, to make 
and wear costumes, to engage in various rituals, associated with other historical 
periods. If we develop ways of mapping these worlds as integrated systems, we can 
push beyond these local insights towards a fuller, richer understanding of past 
societies.” 
 
5) Seriality: 

…Can we break the story down into bite sized chunks, in which those chunks can stand 
on their own regardless of the media platform upon which their housed.  All those little 
chunks comprise the storyworld or mythology.   
 
6) Subjectivity:   

…Looks at the story from multiple points of view. Jenkins mentions telling the story of  
“Little Red Riding Hood” from the wolf’s perspective.  How do you think the “Wizard of 
Oz” might be told if the wicked witch were the central character?  She’d probably come 
off a little more sympathetic.  One could, of course, argue that “Wicked” does indeed 
look much more sympathetically on the ill-fated witch.   
 
7) Performance  

What are you asking your students to do with what you teach them? How are they able 
to adapt it in a timely and meaningful fashion from knowledge to skill? And tied to this is 
the idea of adaptation and improvisation.  So, how do we create a space where every 
student can perform the content of the class in ways which are meaningful to them?  
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TRANSMEDIA IN FILM 

Example: 
"Amadeus" 
Background: 
According to IMBD, an incredible story of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart as told by his peer and 
secret rival Antonio Salieri, now confined into an insane asylum. 
Students who created this section: 
Melissa Ruiz, Orlando Hurtado, Jaime Wissner, Deja Lee, and Sarah Jeong 
Object of the project (in the Montclair students’ words): 
To expand both fictional and historical story of Amadeus 
Transmedia Elements Used: 

1) Youtube
2) Facebook
3) Instagram

With transmedia scripts, specifically an ARG intro such as this, the ultimate goal is to provide 
a basic extension of the story that can coincide with the additional created material. In the case of 
our Amadeus extension, we formed a basic story which had direct connections to the source 
material (Salieri’s confession, the masquerade costume, as well as clips from the movie.) Our script 
started with two ideas. First was a story which continued the characters of Salieri and Mozart, set in 
a concert, with the inciting incident of missing music. Ultimately, we decided that presenting the 
story in a present day setting with present day characters offered a higher level of immersion. Our 
script became a present day story which followed the lives of Salieri’s descendant, Paul, as well as a 
mysterious figure (which in the end, turns out to be the descendant of Mozart).  

In production, our script, which can be viewed below, changed due to limitations. 
Ultimately, we didn’t want to allow these limitations to affect the final message. This was simply an 
introduction to the online quest to come, and therefore, simple was better. You can see the 
elements we introduced, such as a passed down lineage which connected the characters to the 
original plot (the letter), a mystery to be solved (the masked figure), and a pipeline to the beginning 
of the ARG (the text message). Pay attention to the changes that were made, both in production 
and post production, by comparing the script to the final video. 

 The production of this script, i.e. the time filmed and prepared, was only three days. One 
day was spent gathering props and location permissions, and two days of filming were all that were 
needed to finish the film. All in all, the production cost us only around $10. The chest seen was 
already owned, and the only costumes were clothes we already owned, as well as a mask and 
tablecloth to finish off the Figure. It does not take much to produce a small production such as this. 
More time should be devoted to the actual online/real world content which it is introducing 
(remember that although we chose to do this project with an entirely online scavenger hunt, 
there’s nothing preventing you from making an ARG which exists in the real world, such as the 
classroom, your entire school, or any other place you can think of.) 
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We used Adobe’s Premiere Pro to edit this film, and the equipment we used included a Canon Rebel 
T3i, a Manfrotto tripod, a Glidecam, and an Arri Light Kit--all of which was already owned or 
borrowed. However, in the age of consumer electronics, filming with, say, a camera phone, is not 
unheard of. In fact there are whole festivals dedicated to work created on the iPhone. Lights can be 
obtained from Home Depot, or a similar store, combining different bulbs with can “work lights”, 
which can be purchased for about $12 each. Many free editing software can be used, such as 
iMovie, Windows Movie Maker, or an open source project called Avidemux. (Sounds kind of like 
Amadeus, doesn’t it?) 
 
Amadeus ARG Intro Video 
 
To go along with the film, Facebook posts were set up from Paul Salieri: 

 
 
Instagram was used to make the Amadeus world more relevant to children of the 21st century. 
With the use of hashtags, we were able to make the Mozart world more extensive so a wide 
variety of people can view the posts. The Instagram page was also linked with the short film, 
Amadeus ARG Intro. 
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http://www.adobe.com/
http://shop.usa.canon.com/shop/en/catalog
http://www.manfrotto.us/
http://glidecam.com/
https://www.arri.de/
http://www.homedepot.com/s/work%2520lights?NCNI-5
https://www.apple.com/mac/imovie/
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-live/movie-maker
http://fixounet.free.fr/avidemux/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5I2lxuXTgG8
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THE FOUR CREATIVE PURPOSES FOR 

TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING 
From Andrea Philips’ book, “A Creator’s Guide To Transmedia Storytelling” 

 
 
According to Philips, the four purposes, or elements, listed below are the most creative 
ways for expanding a single story medium into a fully developed transmedia project. 
 
1) Worldbuilding – conveying information about time, place, and mood…creating a 

small piece of the world – either by you the teacher, or your students – and give it to 
your students to play in. 
 

2) Characterization – Using social media and other platforms to give your students the 
opportunity to give characters greater depth and dimension. 

 
3) Backstory and Exposition – Social media and other platforms provide students with 

the opportunity to create a story that can take place (within the world) either before 
or after the work of art you’re studying. 
 

4) Native Transmedia (we will cover this in the chapter titled “Native Transmedia”) 
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TRANSMEDIA IN POETRY 

 
Example: “The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe 
 
Background: “The Raven” is a narrative poem written by American author Edgar Allan Poe in 
1845. In order to generate interest, the students must have read and discussed the poem in 
class. 
 
Students who created this section: 

• Marcela Callejas 
• Katelyn Milanes 
• Lisa Palacio 
• Richard DeGhetto 

 
Object of the project (in the Montclair students’ words): “To provide an interactive transmedia 
experience for students through their engagement with social media and other digital elements 
in order to enhance the students’ understanding of “The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe. Reference 
the E-book chapter “Transmedia Advanced: Alternative Reality Gaming” for more information.” 
 
Transmedia Elements Used: 

1) Twitter 
2) Instagram 
3) www.Wix.com 

 
Steps 
 
1. Poem is read in class to the students 

• Students are given QR code which they scan and directs them to the Twitter page 
created by the teacher. 

• QR codes can be easily generated by searching Google and is very much like a visual 
hyperlink that can scanned and can direct the scanner to a certain website or page 
online. 

 
2. Social media:  

• Students/Users will follow a Twitter account created by the teacher to answer questions 
that will be posted in reference to the poem 

• the questions will test their basic understanding of “The Raven” 
• Assuming that the poem will be covered over a week basis, one question a day will be 

posted to the Twitter account by the teacher and interchanged with quotes from the 
book and hashtags. 
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http://www.wix.com/


 
 
 
Class Participation Example Questions to Post on Twitter 
 

1. What appears to be the biggest conflict in the poem? #ReplyTweet #TheRaven  
2. Is there an overpowering theme in the poem? Does it relate to the overall flow of the 

poem? #ReplyTweet #TheRaven 
3. What is the significance of the raven? #ReplyTweet #TheRaven 
4. Do you sense madness/insanity in the poem? #ReplyTweet #TheRaven 
5. Does the memory of the character Lenore affect the narrator? If so, in what way? 

#ReplyTweet #TheRaven 
 
Twitter posts can be seen as follows:  

  
• Students should be encouraged to create a Twitter account if they do not already have 

one and tweet back at the teacher with their replies to the daily question 
• If the students answer correctly, they will get the link to a private Instagram page which 

will show an image of one journal entry written by Lenore which will help the students 
discover hints daily as to how Lenore died in the poem.  
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Examples shown below: 
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3) Lenore’s death: Once all questions have been answered correctly daily over the course of the week 
and the final day of the week has arrived, a link will be provided in order to reach a website created 
on a free website creator called www.wix.com 

• As seen previously, the final Instagram post left the students wondering who killed 
Lenore and how she died so the website will reveal to the students how Lenore died and 
who killed her. 

 
An example of template for a Wix Website can be seen here: 
 

 

The Wix website is very easy to manage and the pages can be completely customizable to the 
teacher’s needs.  
 

Sign In Information: 
 
Twitter: @Nevermore_Quest 
Password: Lenore 
 

Instagram: @Nevermore_Quest 
Password: Lenore 
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http://www.wix.com/


 
October 26th 1840 
 

    I am writing in this journal to keep my mind at ease. 
I can’t keep going through my days with my mind 
overflowing and all these mixed feelings with no outlet 
to release into. I can’t seem to focus these days because 
of Edgar. He’s become so distant lately. My mother 
tells me this is normal after 5 years of marriage, but I 
don’t think that’s it he’s become angrier in the past few 
months. He has a raven that comes around the same 
time each day. He used to love feeding it and giving it 
love, but now the raven just sits outside waiting for 
him and he becomes alarmingly angry with the raven 
for coming to his house. I ask him about it and he 
screams at me to leave him be. After he calms down he 
blames work being the cause of his stress, but I know 
Edgar better than he knows himself. It is something 
bigger than that. I may go to the doctors some time 
next week and see if there is anything I can give him to 
keep him calm. I need to find a way to help my 
husband he is my life and my one true love, I will get 
him better 

-L 
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TRANSMEDIA IN OPERA 
 
Transmedia in Opera: The Masked Ball by Guiseppi Verdi 
 
Background: In 1792, the King of Sweden, Gustav III, was killed, the result of a political 
conspiracy against him. He was shot while attending a masked ball and died 13 days later from 
his wounds. For the book, Scribe retained the names of some of the historical figures involved, 
the conspiracy, and the killing at the masked ball. The rest of the play - the characterizations, 
the romance, the fortune-telling, etc. - is Scribe`s invention and the opera is not historically 
accurate. The opera first premiered in February 17, 1859 
 
Students who created this section: Leny Urbano, Jovana Escobar, Coral Buckel, Kyle Bogdan 
 
Object of the project: We want to be able to educate students on Transmedia by using various 
social media platforms. We took the opera, “The Masked Ball” and simplified the language, and 
tried to turn it into social media posts for Facebook and Twitter and treated the characters as 
real people. With YouTube we created short animated clips for each scene to make the learning 
of the opera and Transmedia more fun and active with its viewers. 
 
Transmedia Elements Used: 

1. Facebook 
2. YouTube 
3. Twitter 
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Facebook: 

                                  
            

                                      
The main Facebook page describes the opera “The Masked Ball.” Then there will be character 
pages, for example, we chose Amelia. On her Facebook page, we posted statuses as if we were 
Amelia and it allows other characters and students to interact on the page with comments and 
questions. 
Links: 
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009410972318&fref=ts  
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Amelia/798550766895017?ref=bookmarks  
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Twitter:  

 
 
The Twitter page, we posted as the characters, creating our own dialogue that fit in with the 
storyline. This would have allowed us to interact with the students if the page was opened to 
them. Some of these posts asked questions, while others added more personality to the story 
and elaborated on certain events.  
 
Link: 
https://twitter.com/UnBalloInMasch  
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https://twitter.com/UnBalloInMasch


 
 
 
YouTube: 
 

 
 
The YouTube channel for “The Masked Ball” has animated clips from each scene that were 
created for students and other viewers to help them learn about Transmedia and the opera 
itself. In the description section is the dialogue between the characters and questions for 
students to answer and reflect on. 
 
Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOZ_eaq7FAsvPZVB12IlfNQ  
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TRANSMEDIA IN NON FICTION 
 

 

Background: The Kingsland Explosion was a terrorist attack that happened at a munitions 
factory called the Canadian Car and Foundry in Lyndhurst, New Jersey during the beginnings of 
World War I. This was before the United States’ involvement in the war, but the munitions 
factory was preparing/shipping shells to aid Russia at the time. It was believed that the attack 
was caused by a sabotage of German workers at the munitions factory, but a woman named 
Tessie Mcnamara manned the switchboard of the factory, remaining during fires screaming, 
“Get out or go up!” She was coined with saving over 1400 lives, and is the true reason that 
there were absolutely no casualties. The Canadian Car and Foundry was completely burnt down 
as a result of the attack. 
 
Students who created this section: 

Matt Cordasco: Comic/Twitter 
Meghan Marino: Website  
Brandon Stefanowitz: Facebook 
Brittany Delacruz: Instagram  
 

Objective of the Project:  
 

The comic portion of this transmedia project was used as a tool to not only inform the 
reader of the history of the Kingsland Explosion and Tessie McNamara but to have the reader 
interact and experience the events as they unfold with Tessie. By incorporating the concept of 
having Theresa talk to the reader and speak directly to them, breaking the fourth wall, this 
provides another dimension to the story and helps further capture the attention of the reader 
and add to their experience.  
 
Twitter 
 

This is further put into practice with the Twitter account made for Theresa 
“Tessie” McNamara. This social media platform was used to further expand on the 
events unfolding in the comic and give readers a view into Tessie’s thoughts throughout 
the day of the explosion. The twitter account adds another dimension to the story and 
helps readers gain a better understanding of Tessie, her personality and thought 
process.  
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Purpose of the Website 
 

The Website that was created (kingslandexplosion.weebly.com) is the main hub of this 
project, and acts as a waypoint to connect readers conveniently to our different forms of 
transmedia on the historical event. Users can find links and pictures to our various forms of social 
media that revolve around the explosion, while the web-exclusive comic helps viewers to further 
explore the events that took place, and even features a “Contact Tessie” link. This website also 
leads the viewers to “Tessie’s personal e-mail, where she will respond to any appropriate 
questions regarding the topic of the Kingsland Explosion. Therefore the website acts not only as a 
way for the user to interact, but also grants easy access to multiple media platforms in a way that 
is easy and simple.   

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Instagram 

https://instagram.com/tessiemcnamara/ 
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https://instagram.com/tessiemcnamara/


 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Instagram gives a visual outlet for the Kingsland Explosion. By looking at these couple of pictures people 
can quickly get a better understanding of the event. Instead of having to read an article, one can simply 
scroll through the Instagram. There are both historical and modern pictures. These two different types  
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of pictures are to show viewers that it is still an important historical moment for the town of Lyndhurst 
New Jersey. Tessie McNamara was a huge hero, she evicted the building during the explosion. The 
instagram has pictures of current modern memorials of Tessie McNamara who is still a hero today. 
 
 
Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tessie-McNamara/873589159353737 
 
Facebook allows users to look have a little more of a visual and mental insight about the 
Kingsland Explosion from Tessie’s own view. There are quotes directly from Tessie about 
what happened, her own reactions, and how she attempted to be the hero throughout 
the entire situation. This is meant to be visual, informational, and enjoyable towards a 
millennial audience. Users can also comment to try and find out more information about 
what happened during the Kingsland Explosion and an account administrator can try 
and find an answer and reply to the users. Overall, this is one of the first pieces of 
content that has been released to focus on Tessie’s point of view, and Tessie as a hero. 
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GOING NATIVE 

 
Going native simply refers to creating original transmedia properties.  The examples we’ve shown in this 
book are not native transmedia; they’re adaptive transmedia.  While you may primarily involve your 
class in adaptive transmedia, you may have an opportunity to give them a chance to go native.  Instead 
of asking students to develop an idea for their own book, poem, movie, a comic book superhero, even 
something from the nonfiction world, why not ask them to develop a transmedia project that includes a 
book, but also includes Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Wikipedia, website, you name it.  Give them the 
creative flexibility to create a story that spans numerous platforms.  Their projects will become more 
multi-dimensional, certainly more immersive, and you just may be helping cultivate the next transmedia 
star. 
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TRANSMEDIA ADVANCED:  

ALTERNATE REALITY GAMING 
 

Picture this…Imagine you’re an English teacher, and one of your learning objectives may be to increase 
student understanding of the elements of a good story – plot, conflict, character – by a certain 
percentage. 
 
 You inform your class that next week you’ll be having a Skype interview with a famous, 21st 
century muckraking author, Jonathan Levy, whose long awaited expose on the oil industry promises to 
reveal secrets the industry has tried to protect for decades.  As preparation for the interview, you show 
the class Levy’s website, which lists all his previous novels, even has a video interview with him on the 
site.  There are also ways of contacting the author if a school is interested in having him come in for 
interviews. 
 The day of the interview arrives.  You’ve set up your computer, which is hooked to a larger 
screen to provide students with a better view.  You dial in the Levy, and, voila, he appears on screen and 
greets the class.  He talks about his work for a few minutes, and then the teacher asks a number of 
questions, promising to give the students their chance in a little while.  In the middle of the 
teacher/author Q & A session, there’s the loud, shattering noise, as though a door was being forced 
open.  Jonathan looks up; he becomes anxious.  He says to the teacher, “I knew this day might come.  I 
may have to cut this interview short.”  Panicked, he types something into his keyboard.  The screen goes 
blank. 
 Because your computer screen is projected, you get a notice an incoming email from 
JLevy@gmail.com.  Some students might notice it, and plead with you to open it.  So, you do.  In the 
body of the text is a number – 386.  What does it mean? 
 
What’s going on here?  It’s an example of Alternate Reality Gaming, or an ARG.  It’s a game you’ve 
completely set up, all to teach your class about story, perhaps a lesson about research, you name it.  
How far you want to go is up to you and your schedule.  In the example above, it would have required 
getting an actor to portray author Jonathan Levy, a fake website and gmail account, sound effects, etc. 
 
Dave Szulborski, author of “Through the Rabbit Hole,” and “This is Not a Game,” defines Alternate 
Reality Gaming as “…an interactive online experience that combines gaming and storytelling, using real 
world communication methods – email, instant messaging, telephone calls, etc. - to create a realistic 
and immersive narrative. A typical ARG plays out in real time and encompasses multiple fictional 
websites, online and real world interactions with the main characters of the story, and cleverly disguised 
puzzles.” 
 
How far you want to go with your game depends upon what gamers say, how far “down the rabbit hole” 
do you want to go.  But as a learning experience, it will capture the attention and fascination of your 
students, and I suspect other teacher will want to know what you do to excite such passion in your 
students. 
 
By the way, here’s a link to Dave Szulborski’s most famous (or infamous) ARG, called, “Art of the Heist.” 
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SETTING UP POPULAR  

SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS 
 

Facebook 
• Fill in the fields under set up on the home page of facebook.com 

 
• The email address you use will be your account log in 
• Your default page is your news feed where you will see things your friends post and 

share 
• Select your name on the top left or top right hand corner to see your profile 
• Review and customize privacy settings by clicking on the arrow in the top right hand 

corner, choosing Settings, and then clicking on Privacy on the left 
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• Choosing public means that anyone can see your posts whether you know them or not, 

choosing friends means that only people who you allow to be your friends can see the 
post, and only me allows only you to be able to view it, even though it may appear 
public 

• You can limit the number of things facebook emails you about or else you will receive a 
separate email for any action done to your page (new friends, new comments, new 
posts, suggestions…) 

Instagram 
• You can either log in with your facebook account or an email address 
• Your home page will be empty and instagram will have a tutorial on how to use 

instagram when you first sign up 
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• The icons on the bottom, House, means your home page, Maginfity glass is search, 

you can search for people you know or hashtags. The page will also fill up with 
photos that may be of interest to you, based on the photos you like this page will 
tailor itself, same thing with the people tab, it will show people you may know and 
like to connect with 
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• The blue photo is where you can upload photos or 15 second video clips. You can 

also take a photo or video by clicking the blue button or holding the red button. For 
the video you can hold the red button for 15 seconds or hold and release to shoot at 
different angles. 
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• The heart in the speech bubble is where your notifications will be. You will see a 
heart if someone double taps on your post to like it, or clicks on the heart 
underneath the photo, a person outline if someone follows you, or a speech bubble 
if someone tags you in a comment or writes a comment on a post  you have put up. 

 
• The person outline is your Instagram page, how it is visible to others. In the top right 

corner there is a gear symbol for settings. In Settings you can make your account 
private, where people will have to request to follow you, or public where anyone 
can see and follow you.  

Twitter 
• Enter your full name email and password on the startup page 
• The twitter home page will be a bit overwhelming, the moblie app is a little simpler to 

use 
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• Your photo which is an egg by default, is where the Settings are located.  
• Click your photo or the egg and go to settings 

 
• Open up security and privacy on the left hand side 
• Scroll down to check private account and modify the settings 

Pinterest 
• Pinterest allows you to sign up with an email, through facebook, twitter or google plus 
• Your pinterest home page will have photos (pins) of pictures that may interest you.  
• At the top you can search for pins and repin them to a board  that you create for your 

home page. 
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• Click your name on the top right to get to your home page 
• From there you can see a gear settings menu and choose account settings to make your 

profile private to google so people cannot search you 
• You can also create secret boards that are invite only, you can see this on the bottom of 

your home page 
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